In this paper, a novel overcomplete dictionary training method which is based on empirical mode decomposition is presented. The IMFs by empirical mode decomposition take part in the training of overcomplete dictionary, and K-SVD algorithm is adopted in the training process. Simulation results show that, compared with the dictionary trained directly from the original speech signals, the overcomplete dictionary has sparser representation for the speech signals, and thus has higher reconstructed speech quality.
Introduction
In recent years, overcomplete dictionary learning are absorbing more and more attention in signal processing [1] [2] [3] [4] . Michael Aharon et al, presented K-SVD algorithm for designing of overcomplete dictionary [5] . Ivana Tosic and Pascal Frossard [6] summarized the methods of dictionary learning and pointed out that understanding the underlying causes of signals or the relevant information in observations is a challenging task when the training samples are imperfect.
In this paper, we propose an overcomplete dictionary training method based on empirical mode decomposition (EMD) [7] . The decomposed IMFs are taken as the training signals. The quality of the reconstructed speech through the trained International Symposium on Computers & Informatics (ISCI 2015) overcomplete dictionary is compared with overcomplete dictionary trained by original speech signals. Simulation results indicate that, the speech signals have sparser representation under the trained overcomplete dictionary based on EMD.
Overcomplete Dictionary Training Based on EMD
Our goal is to train an overcomplete dictionary matrix Generally, the solution with the fewest number of nonzero coefficients is the most significant, which is also called as the sparsest solution. We will determine the overcomplete dictionary matrix D that yields the sparest representation for the training signals. Unlike all the other training methods for overcomplete dictionary in which the original speech signals are used as the training signals, we will at first decompose the speech signals into intrinsic mode functions (IMFs), and then adopt the IMFs as the training signals. By using K-SVD algorithm, the overcomplete dictionary is trained. In the testing stage, an easy, efficient orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) algorithm is adopted to seek the sparse solutions.
Empirical mode decomposition
Empirical mode decomposition is presented mainly to analyze nonlinear, non-stationary signals. Two steps are taken in Huang's theory [7] : the first step is to preprocess the data by the empirical mode decomposition method; the second step is to apply the Hilbert transform to the decomposed intrinsic mode functions (IMFs). In this paper, we only need the first step and decompose the speech signals into IMFs. The decomposed IMFs are taken as the basic training signals.
The reason why we use the IMFs as the basic training signals is that the decomposed IMFs through EMD are more fundamental and able to capture the causes underlying the speech signals which are produced by human vocal organs. IMFs. According to the property of speech, one segment of speech can decompose into 3 to 9 IMFs. Usually, voiced speech has fewer IMFs, and unvoiced speech has more IMFs. Special attention must be paid to the end effect in EMD [8] . will compare with the dictionary trained in this paper in the aspects of sparsity and reconstructed speech quality.
Orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm
In 1993, Pati et al [9] proposed a modification to Matching Pursuit algorithm, and referred their algorithm as Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP). After that, OMP has been intensely researched and applied [10, 11] . Compared to globally-optimized sparse representation algorithm, such as Basis Pursuit (BP), OMP has the merits of faster convergence and easier realization, and so it is widely adopted in many algorithms. In this paper, we will use OMP to seek the sparse representation of a signal under some overcomplete dictionary.
Simulation Designing and Results

Simulation designing
In our simulation, 20 segments of Chinese speech taken from speech database are utilized to train the overcomplete dictionary. Before training, all the speech segments are divided into signal vectors each consists of 148 sampling points, with 20 overlapping points for eliminating the end effect of EMD. K-SVD algorithm is used to train the overcomplete dictionary. The CPU of PC is Pentium R 3.4Hz.
Simulation results
About two hours are spent in the training of overcomplete dictionary in this simulation. When the training is ended, we obtain the dictionary D 128×1280 , with Dx with x being a sparse 128×1 vector which has very few nonzero entries compared to its dimension. We will take two steps to compare the performance of the newly-trained overcomplete dictionary.
First, the dictionary D is compared with the dictionary Dˊ which is trained directly through the original speech signal, that is, for the same testing signal y, the sparsity of x and xˊ will be comparatively analyzed in y = Dx and y = Dˊxˊ.
This can be done through randomly selecting some testing signals outside the training data set. OMP is adopted to seek the sparse solution in y = Dx and y = Dˊxˊ. Table 1 shows the sparsity under different energy error. 107. 1 Second, the overcomplete dictionary D is compared with 10 times overcomplete DCT dictionary. The number of basic atoms in overcomplete DCT dictionary are also the same as that of D. When some fixed rate atoms are selected to reconstruct the speech, subjective listening tests indicate that the reconstructed speech through dictionary D has higher mean opinion score (MOS).
Summary
In this paper, we propose an overcomplete dictionary training project based on empirical mode decomposition. Simulation shows that the speech has sparser representation under the newly-designed dictionary, and thus has higher reconstructed speech quality than that of the other overcomplete dictionary. In the near future, we will explore the nature of intrinsic mode function and make use of it in the application of speech enhancement, emotion recognition and so on.
